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Abstract
In this paper, we use multiagent technology for social simulation of sociological micro-macro issues in the domain of electronic
marketplaces. We argue that allowing self-interested agents to enable social reputation as a mechanism for flexible self-regulation
during runtime can improve the robustness and 'social order' of multiagent systems to cope with various perturbations that arise when
simulating open markets (e.g. dynamic modifications of task profiles, scaling of agent populations, agent drop-outs, deviant behaviour).
Referring to the sociological theory of Pierre Bourdieu, we provide a multi-level concept of reputation that consists of three different
types (image, social esteem, and prestige) and considers reputation as a kind of 'symbolic capital'. Reputation is regarded to be
objectified as an observable property and to be incorporated into the agents' mental structures through social practices of communication
on different aggregation levels of sociality. We present and analyse selected results of our social simulations and discuss the importance
of reputation with regard to the robustness of multiagent simulations of electronic markets.
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Introduction
1.1
A long-standing critical issue in both sociology and social simulation has been the 'micro-macro problem' (Malsch 2001: 166;
Castelfranchi and Conte 1995: 4; Conte and Gilbert 1995: 11; Sawyer 2003). The sociological challenge is to provide a suitable basis for
the integration or "linkage between micro and macro theories and levels of analysis" (Ritzer 1996: 223, 489). Up to now, the crucial
question still remains how "macro-social phenomena emerge from individual action, and then, in turn, constrain, limit, and influence
future action" (Sawyer 2003: 346). Computational simulations of artificial societies that use multiagent systems (MAS) as an " analytical tool
for representing and reasoning about sociality" (Panzarasa and Jennings 2001: 14) are considered to provide a promising way to face the
problem of micro-macro linkage by investigating (1) the impacts of individual and collective action on the generation and emergence of
social structures, (2) the effects of social structures on agent's behaviour as well as (3) the dynamics of the recursive process of
"emergence and social causation" (Sawyer 2003).
1.2
The micro-macro problem is a research question that also occupies computer scientists in the area of distributed artificial intelligence
(DAI). Although the perspective on this issue differs between sociology and DAI (cf. Fischer and Florian 2005), we are convinced that this
topic offers a mutual basis in the sense of a shared research problem within the interdisciplinary research programme Socionics,
combining sociology and DAI. This paper provides a sketch of our interdisciplinary research by presenting a theoretical concept
(reputation in electronic markets) and corresponding simulation results in order to illustrate how the interplay between sociological
concepts, computational modelling, and social simulation offers a promising new perspective on a basic problem of artificial societies:
flexible self-regulation as a social process of linking the micro-to-macro impacts of individual and collective actions on the generation,
activation and change of institutional rules with the macro-to-micro effects of these rules on agents' behaviour.
1.3
MAS, the prevailing software engineering paradigm in DAI, consist of heterogeneous agents with different goals, different rationales, and
varying beliefs about appropriate behaviour. According to Jennings et al. (1998), agents have only incomplete information and limited
capabilities for solving problems or carrying out tasks. Moreover, especially in the domain of open MAS, there is no global system control,
data are decentralised, and computation is asynchronous. Therefore, desired system-level behaviour as well as expected outcomes of
MAS usually depends on communication and social coordination of more or less autonomous and self-interested agents producing
'emergent' macro-social properties. This also applies to the application scenario of our interdisciplinary research: electronic marketplaces
where software agents interact with each other in order to trade goods and services (tasks). In our model, they are also allowed to
cooperate, form partnerships and organisations (cf. Schillo et al. 2004).
1.4
However, if agents are acting relatively autonomously and self-interested in an open electronic market, the economic processes are not
necessarily resistant against perturbations and the overall outcome of individual and collective actions is not certainly predictable.
Therefore, the question how to design (open) artificial societies is confronted with the problem of "engineering social order" (Castelfranchi
2000). We agree with Castelfranchi (2000: 2) that the application of rigid rules, constraining infrastructures or security devices is no
appropriate way to design (open) artificial societies. Instead of relying on a "predetermined, 'hardwired' or designed social order", it will
be better to use a socially oriented approach with "decentralised and autonomous social control" where social order "has to be
continuously restored and adjusted, dynamically produced by and through the action of the agents themselves." (Castelfranchi 2000: 2).
Social order means an arrangement of emergent, relatively stable macro-patterns of an electronic market that are desirable (from
the perspective of a designer, an observer, or participants), reduce uncertainty, and must be reproduced and flexibly self-regulated
through local actions of agents on the micro-level of sociality.[1]

We define self-regulation in multiagent-based electronic markets as a decentralised social process in which agents try to control
perturbations by means of establishing institutional rules (e.g. business styles, normative obligations, conventions, or laws) at
runtime without any external intervention by human MAS-design, by central 'government' or any other kind of authority.[2]
Consequently, the self-regulation of markets is not only confronted with the problem of efficient allocation and is not only achieved
by the fixing of prices, but with the problem how to 'institutionalise' appropriate rules to provide meaning and stability and hence,
to maintain the ability of agents to participate and survive. Self-regulation is flexible, if it is able to change existing institutional
rules to suit to new conditions or situations (cf. Hahn et al. 2006).
1.5
In multiagent-based electronic markets, the basic problem of flexible self-regulation comprises two dimensions: the sociological
reference to 'social order' and the DAI-reference to 'robustness'. From a sociological point of view, the institutional regulation of markets
tackles problems of social coordination that are related to collectively desirable characteristics (e.g. emergence of cooperative behaviour,
avoidance of deviant behaviour, coping with social dilemmas, or other aspects of market failure like monopoly power and ruinous
competition). In DAI/MAS, the notion of robustness is used as an analytical concept to detect whether agents are able to tackle dynamic
environmental changes to allow a 'graceful degradation' of the system's performance under perturbation (cf. Schillo et al. 2001). Hence,
the term is used with regard to verifiable quantitative criteria and measurable performance standards of MAS (cf. Schillo et al.
2001,Schillo et al. 2004: 71ff.). However, sociologists remain sceptical about objective measures of performance in the sense of
efficiency or stability. Most of them consider efficiency as a 'social construction' (e.g. Fligstein 2001: 9, 190, 229) claiming that there are
many ways to organise 'efficiently' and to produce 'enough stability' (cf. Fligstein 2001: 190, 23). Nevertheless, we have selected a
scenario of perturbation (deviant behaviour) that is suitable to explore the flexible self-regulation of electronic marketplaces with respect
to both dimensions: the sociological problem of macro-social 'order' as well as the technical and application-oriented problem of the
robustness of agent-based electronic markets (see 4.8). 1.6
1.6
The main hypothesis we state in this paper is that reputation is an important mechanism that enables the flexible self-regulation of
artificial societies. We have chosen this issue as an example to illustrate the interdependence between flexible self-regulation and the
linkage of micro and macro social phenomena. Reputation, defined as properties and evaluations that are collectively ascribed to agents
in a continuous discursive process, reduces local uncertainty of an agent by providing knowledge about other agents on the micro-level
and that generates collectively shared definitions and valuations of certain properties and skills on a meso- or macro-level. With regard
to DAI, we therefore suggest that perturbations may diminish the robustness of MAS less, if computational models account to a greater
extent for reputation. Reputation may provide built-in properties that are able to cope with dynamic open environments in which agents
(1) have only local information about system states, (2) have different goals and corresponding strategies, (3) may not act benevolently,
and (4) may freely enter and leave the system. We propose a concept of robustness consisting of four properties (i.e. reliability, flexibility,
scalability, and stability) to prove particular system qualities (see 4.8). With regard to sociology, analysing the benefits of reputation on
different levels of sociality may explain the emergence of macro-social phenomena out of individual actions and vice versa.

Related work on the social simulation of reputation
2.1
During the last two decades, the study of reputation has obtained increasing attention in many scientific disciplines (e.g. sociology,
economics, game theory, organisation and management science). With the rise of the Internet, it also has aroused growing interest in
several domains of technical application (e.g. electronic commerce, computer-mediated communication). A vast body of sociological work
has examined the effects of reputation (often associated with the property of trustworthiness) on the emergence of social cooperation
and coordination, especially in the fields of markets and organisations (e.g.Granovetter 1985; Shapiro 1987; Coleman 1988; Raub and
Weesie 1990; Kollock 1994; Shenkar and Yuchtman-Yaar 1997). Moreover, game theoretic, economic and management literature has
highlighted the importance of reputation and trust in (on-line) markets under conditions of uncertainty and information asymmetries
(e.g.Kreps and Wilson 1982; Axelrod 1984; Weigelt and Camerer 1988; Dasgupta 1988; Fombrun and Shanley 1990; Rao 1994; Fombrun
1996; Tadelis 1999; Resnick et al. 2000; Ba and Pavlou 2002; Dellarocas 2003; Pavlou and Gefen 2004). This strong interest is not
surprising since reputation is supposed to "play a central role in the emergence of positive social behaviour and in the achievement of
social order" (Conte and Paolucci 2002: xi).
2.2
In recent years, computational modelling and simulation of reputation has also become a main issue in the area of MAS, artificial
societies, and social simulation (e.g.Saam and Harrer 1999; Rouchier et al. 2001; Hales 2002; Lepperhoff 2002; Yu and Singh 2002;
Bhavnani 2003; Younger 2004). In previous computational studies, reputation is mainly viewed as a kind of information or knowledge
('belief") agents have of other agent's behaviour (or 'properties') through mental perception, personal experience, or via social exchange
of information (Castelfranchi et al. 1998). From a sociological perspective, these reputation models are agent-centred ignoring important
structural dimensions of reputation as a multi-level social phenomenon. The crucial micro-macro problem that reputation is embedded
in mutual relations between cognitive beliefs, individual actions, and macro-social structures is not modelled adequately.
2.3
A socially more complex model of reputation, based on social relations and social network analysis, has been contributed by Sabater and
Sierra (2002; Sabater 2003). While previous reputation approaches are limited to direct interaction (i.e. personal perception and
experience) and to information provided by other members of the society (mainly 'neighbours'), Sabater and Sierra propose a multifaceted concept of reputation that considers the social dimension of reputation more comprehensively in three aspects: firstly, the model
completes the set of possible beliefs or information that an agent can have about social characteristics of another agent (e.g. agents'
social relations in terms of social networks). Secondly, the social structure of the agent community serves as a new source of information.
Thirdly, from a sociological and social simulation point of view, the major improvement is that the model takes different sources of
information into account. The concept draws a distinction between witness (information coming from other agents), neighbourhood
(information from the agent's social environment) and system reputation (a reputation value based on the 'role' an agent plays within
institutional structures of an organisation or group). However, the model still lacks important sociological aspects of reputation such as
power, status, and social inequality.
2.4
Following the work of Sabater and Sierra, Ashri et al. (2005) pay more attention to power relations. In their model, agents do not only
identify whether they have a relationship with another agent, i.e. whether this belongs to the same network or organisation or shares the
same region of influence. Additionally, agents evaluate whether a relationship is characterized by dependency, competition, or
cooperation. However, this incorporation of power relations still can be criticized as agent-centred because the agents only evaluate
bilateral or tripartite relationships from their own individual perspective. Neither the model of Sabater and Sierra nor that of Ashri et al.
takes the mutual relation between social and cognitive mechanisms into consideration in order to bridge the micro-macro gap.
Reputation is not only a phenomenon of individual estimations and beliefs, but also a phenomenon of collective attributions, evaluations,
and constructions.
2.5

In their basic research on reputation in artificial societies, Conte and Paolucci (2002: 20) criticise "vague definitions and insufficient
theorising" in the study of reputation. As a first step towards an appropriate theoretical concept of reputation, they propose to distinguish
between (1) an image as a "set of evaluative beliefs" (p. 67) about the characteristics of a given target (in the sense of a direct estimation
based on personal perceptions, experiences, and knowledge) and (2) reputation in terms of a "meta-belief" about others' beliefs and
mental evaluations that is indirectly acquired through social propagation and that involves several categories of agents such as evaluators,
targets, beneficiaries, and third parties (72ff., 81). Unlike previous agent-centred views, Conte and Paolucci (2002: 72) define reputation
as "the process and the effect of transmission of a target image". More precisely, reputation is understood as a mental object in the sense
of a cognitive representation of a believed evaluation that is related to a perceptible 'objective emergent property' of an agent (the
objective dimension of what the agent is believed to be). Simultaneously, this property is the outcome of a social transmission of beliefs
(the social dimension of a 'population object' that results from believed evaluations propagated by communication). Moreover, a symbolic
dimension is also involved because these beliefs contain an evaluation of the 'social desirability' [3] of agents' (past) behaviour (including a
temporal dimension in terms of a prediction of future actions based on an assessment of past behaviour).
2.6
The great advantage of this process-oriented model is that Conte and Paolucci (2002: 10, 72ff., 189) provide a multi-level, bidirectional approach to the study of reputation, i.e. reputation emerges "from the level of individual cognition to the level of social
propagation and from this level back to that of individual cognition again" (p. 72).[4] However, from a sociological point of view, we still
miss two important aspects of reputation. Firstly, social structures like power and inequality, based on the agents' different social
positions within the artificial society, are neglected (cf. explicitly Conte and Paolucci 2002: 1f.). Secondly, a multi-level approach to
reputation requires not only to account for the individual and the meso-level of agents' interactions and group-based network relations,
but also the macro-level of the global society to give a suitable answer to the sociological problem of micro-macro linkage viewing
reputation as an institution-based category of public prestige embedded in a social structure of unequal distributed resources and assets
of action. Moreover, the social process in which perception and information is acknowledged as genuine 'knowledge' is not only an
operation of information transmission but rather a kind of symbolic transformation of individual data and opinions into socially accepted
knowledge. This process depends on the 'symbolic' power of mighty agents to produce and impose their beliefs and evaluations as a kind
of socially recognised and legitimated "symbolic capital" (cf.Bourdieu 1980, 1992, 1998, 2000: 166 and 241f.).
2.7
Furthermore, the social simulation of reputation needs some technological improvement to meet the sociological requirements of more
elaborated concepts that capture the social complexity and dynamics of artificial societies. Conte and Paolucci have kept both the agent
architecture as well as the model of society comparatively plain. Combining sociology and DAI on the common ground of Socionics, we
intend to improve both the theoretical model of reputation as well as its multiagent-based implementation in order to explore the
combined effects of reputation on different levels of sociality as well as the consequences for the system's ability of self-regulation
capacity, robustness, and global performance.

Reputation: a sociological multi-level concept
3.1
We widely agree with the common definition that reputation is the attribution of certain properties and their evaluations to an individual
agent, a collective agent (group), or a corporative agent (organisation). Moreover, in terms of Bourdieu's theory of capital, reputation can
be considered as a kind of 'symbolic capital'. Capital denotes any kind of 'resource' that confers status and power to an agent. Hence, the
behavioural options of an agent in a social field (e.g. a market) depend on his relational position that is defined by his share of capital in
relation to the amount of capital of others (Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992: 97).[5] Since Bourdieu assumes that a basic interest of agents is
to improve their relational position within a field, these resources also become potential 'objects of desire' so that the interests of agents
can be expressed in terms of different sorts of capital (cf.Bourdieu 1998; Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992: 75ff.):
Economic Capital usually exists as financial resources. As property and property rights, it is directly convertible into money.
Cultural capital is mainly accumulated in the form of incorporated skills and professional qualifications, cultural goods, and
recognised educational titles like diplomas or certificates.
Social capital derives from the membership of an agent in "durable networks of more or less institutionalised relationships of mutual
acquaintanceships and recognition" (Bourdieu 1998: 51).
Symbolic capital derives from certain attributes that are collectively ascribed to an agent or collectivity (group, organisation, and
network). These attributes derive to a large extent from the other sorts of capital which an agent possesses, because any kind of
capital additionally "tends […] to function as symbolic capital" (Bourdieu 2000: 242) if it is recognized as scarce and exceptional.
Hence, as a kind of symbolic capital, reputation is generated through the dissemination of information and evaluations about others.
Reputation not only has the effect to provide collectively shared beliefs that guide the expectations and choices of agents, but also
functions as a kind of resource that confers status and power, which derive from the "existence of others, from their perception and
appreciation" (Bourdieu 2000: 241). Symbolic capital secures profits because it functions as a sign of importance and legitimates the
possession of desirable characteristics (e.g. professional qualifications, honourable behaviour) as well as the competence to recognise and
evaluate others in turn.
3.2
Comparable to a proposal of Castelfranchi and Conte (1995: 9) to view the micro-macro link as a 'three-faceted issue', we consider
reputation as a sort of capital that presupposes (1) external social forces and structures as well as (2) the agents' cognition and that is (3)
generated and reproduced by their actions. Therefore, reputation is not only a phenomenon that appears and has relevance in
interactions, but refers to the structural dimension of social practice. The transformation of a certain characteristic into symbolic capital
presupposes the construction of collectively shared symbolic representations and structures (cf.Bourdieu 1994: 122).
Reputation is objectified in the form of particular properties (social objects) that can be observed and evaluated by agents.
Moreover, it is institutionalised as a certain social structure of valuable properties that are unequally distributed among agents and
have a distinct probability to be perceived, evaluated and recognised as a kind of 'symbolic capital' of more or less 'reputable',
honourable, or prestigious attributes (that are often institutionalised by certificates and legitimated by recognised ranking lists).
Simultaneously, social reputation is incorporated into the agents' cognition (and behaviour) represented in form of mental
constructs or structures such as beliefs, expectations, and personal experiences. Furthermore, reputation is enabled, enacted, and
transmitted through social interactions and communication.
3.3
Against this background, symbolic capital and reputation respectively can be considered as a multi-level phenomenon. Therefore, we
suggest a distinction between three types of reputation in order to develop a model of reputation that captures the link between the
structural dimensions and the multi-level transformation of reputation from interactions and communications into a macrophenomenon:
'Image' denotes reputation as a micro phenomenon. Attributions and evaluations of an agent by others show only a little degree of

collective generalisation.
The term 'social esteem' is used for meso-level reputation, i.e. attributions and evaluations that have a larger social scope and are
shared by certain classes or groups of agents.
Attributions and evaluations that have a societal scope, relevance, and recognition are referred to as publicly recognised 'prestige'.
3.4
Whether an image, social esteem, or prestige of an agent is generated depends on the process how and by whom attributions and
evaluations about an agent are diffused and communicated. With respect to our market model, we distinguish between three different
processes:
Images are produced by provider agents that exchange gossip about the experiences they made with other agents and their
'subjective opinion' about them.
Social Esteem presupposes meso-level phenomena like networks, groups, or organisations and either derives from the membership
in an organisation or network (the reputation of the organisation is generalized for all members) or from the reputation that is
ascribed to a reputing agent (the estimation of agent x about agent y is believed to be true because x is ascribed an evaluative
competence due to its membership in an organisation).
Prestige is produced by institutionalised instances that enjoy a good reputation themselves and function as multipliers due to their
ability to make assessments available publicly. In our scenario, these instances are journalists or consultants which collect
information, edit, and sell them as publications to provider or customer agents.
3.5
Flexible self-regulation is confronted with the problem how to change institutions appropriately since market structures, agents'
positions, and practices of competitors are supposed to be in a constant flux so that institutions only provide meaning and stability for
agents as long as they adapt flexibly to environmental changes. We consider reputation as a central mechanism in both processes: the
generation and reproduction of institutions as well as their adaptation. Due to the communication of attributes and evaluations of agents'
properties and behaviours, agents constantly obtain information to evaluate their position, the market structure, or competitors'
strategies. This may lead to changing beliefs and practices and, consequently, to adaptations of specific competitive styles. Hence, the
diffusion of evaluations of other agents' properties and behaviour (reputation) functions as a kind of sanction (disapproval) in case of
deviation from institutional rules.

Computational model and research focus
4.1
In order to transfer the sociological concepts into a multiagent-based market model using reputation as a mechanism for self-regulation,
we have chosen e-markets as application scenario. Our market model consists of three different types of agents: customer, provider, and
journalist agents.
4.2
Customer agents demand transportation services and select the most appropriate providers for further interactions:
The assessment of the demand with regard to size (number of capacities), and, types, and qualities depends on the current average
supply of the providers, which adapt their supply during runtime.
Providers are selected according to three criteria (reputation, price, and social capital). In a first step, each demanded task is offered
to a limited number of providers that are accredited the best reputation values by the respective customer with regard to their skill
in fulfilling the requested service and their trustworthiness complying e-contracts. Price negotiations are modelled using auction
protocols (cf.Schillo et al. 2004: 170). Finally, the customer selects the cheapest provider. If providers offer same prices, the agent
with the 'highest' social capital' (i.e. most experiences) gets the task assigned.
4.3
Due to a lack of capacities, provider agents that were selected by customer agents to deliver a task may not been able to produce the
requested service on their own. Consequently, they have to outsource missing capacities by delegating them either to members of their
organisation (if existing) or to appropriate and trustworthy providers using auction protocols that drive the price negotiation. Providers
that have cooperated successfully in jointly offering a product which neither of them can offer individually can decide to build a formal
organisation if they believe strengthening the cooperation is an investment in the future. We refer to Schillo et al. (2004) for detailed
information regarding the self-organisation process. Some provider agents may prefer to fraud (i.e. committing to but not delivering a
product) and to intentionally spread false information (i.e. lie about other agent's qualities).
4.4
Another agent type is 'journalist' that performs two types of actions:
Journalists interview providers and customers about the behaviour of some target agent to collect reputation values and assets in
order to generate a market analysis.
On inquiry, journalists sell reputation values to providers and customers which use this additional knowledge to reduce the risk of
unsafe trading.
4.5
Reputation can be considered as a bundle of valuations spread by some source (providers, customers, journalists). In our model, this
bundle consists of three different attributes:
Credibility describes whether an agent propagates correct reputation. In this context, correct means that reputation is (1) true, (2)
impartial, and (3) complete.
Trustworthiness describes the agent's attitude towards the compliance of e-contracts, like the compliance of deadlines or quality
agreements.
Agent's skills include facts about the tasks an agent is able to perform including quality and about certain characteristics (the agent's
class and the behaviour towards norms and rules).
4.6
After these informal definitions, we explain in the following sections how credibility and trustwortiness are formally defined and used in
the MAS to improve save trading. Whether beliefs about reputation are the result of direct experience or hearsay, they exist in the form of
models that contain all information (like the target's trustworthiness and credibility) relevant to both customer and provider.
The credibility cred p,t of a provider p at time t is determined by considering evidence that saw the provider p spreading true or false
information about some target q. This is illustrated by the set Rel p of tuples rel p (x,r) consisting of a time stamp r indicating in which
round the evidence was collected and a value x expressing whether the witness spread true or false information. This value is calculated
after the agent could make direct experience with the target q. If q behaved as predicted by p, the credibility value is set to 1, otherwise

this value is set to 0. If an agent has no evidence about a target agent, it uses the default value d of p (i.e. dp) that depends on the
witness' incentive to intentionally diffuse false information (e.g., journalist agents = .8, organisational colleagues =.7 and providers = .6).
Since organisational colleagues would not benefit by spreading false information their default value is higher compared to any competing
provider who would indirectly benefit of a decreased trust value of the agent. We have assigned a high credibility value to journalists
because they have no incentive at all to spread false information (i.e. they are not involved in the auction itself). The witness' reliability is
determined in accordance to Equation 1. If the credibility value of p lies below 0.3, it is considered as liar. If the credibility value lies
above 0.55, it is considered to answer questions in a truthful manner. Between both values, p's attitude towards lying is set to unknown.

(1)

In Equation 1, n illustrates the number of rounds that are simulated (n is set to 100 for all configurations we present in Section 5). The
credibility values are weighted according to the time stamp r at which they were collected. Consequently, an evidence that was collected
long time ago does not affect the overall credibility value as much as an evidence that was collected at t-1. This satisfies the fact that
providers may change their attitude towards lying during the simulation.
4.7
To cope with varying reliabilities, information of a provider p is stored as triple m p(r,w,x) consisting of a time stamp r and a trust value x of
p that is reported by witness w. The trust value x reported by witness w may again result from the combination of trust values reported by
various witnesses and direct experiences. Instead of equally rating, time stamp and the already existing credibility value cred w,t of witness
w at the current time t are used to determine the relevance of a piece of information. Additionally, the agent evaluates the validity and
completeness of reputation statements by comparing the reports of different witnesses. If reputation values of an agent reported by a
witness continuously deviate from the average, the witness is considered to be a liar and is banished from the list of potential reputation
sources. The overall trustworthiness trust p,t at time t of some target agent p is evaluated in accordance to Equation 2 as the weighted
average over the set of triples M p the agent has about provider p. To reduce the dependencies between triples of the same witness, only
the m p with the most current time stamp is considered to evaluate p's overall trustworthiness.

(2)

The most reputable providers get finally a task offered. If an agent classifies a provider to be a cheater, it stops to assign tasks to that
provider altogether. We hypothesise that the composition of attributes illustrated in 4.5 and the computation model discussed in this
section prevents negative effects of malicious behaviour and improves the cooperation and coordination between agents by reducing the
risk of selecting unfeasible strategies including inappropriate organisation partners caused by local knowledge and inappropriate beliefs.
4.8
The different reputation mechanisms give providers and customers the opportunity to complete their models before interacting with the
corresponding agent directly. The more an agent knows about a provider, the better it can calculate the provider's character towards
cheating. Whenever an agent has insufficient information it sends report queries to credible, not lying agents. Figure 1 describes the
process of requesting reputation information from both perspectives — the initiator requesting information sends a request to the
selected witness acting in the following as participant in the interaction. The interaction protocol is initiated if a provider — acting as
initiator — receives a call to produce a particular task. If the provider does not know as many trustworthy agents as defined by the
auction-related ML, it selects for each agent to which a call should be sent a set of credible agents (evaluated in accordance to Equation
1) and sends a reputation request to each of them. The number of messages that are sent may not exceed the reputation-related ML
where each message only contains the name of one target agent. By receiving a request, the participant checks whether information
about the target is available. In that case, it evaluates the price of this information — which depends on the age of the piece of
information — and sends a proposal. Otherwise, it rejects. If the participant lies, it proposes — even if it does not have any relevant
information about the targets' behaviour with respect to cheating - by sending an arbitrary price offer. Depending on the price and its
current financial situation, the initiator either accepts by paying the demanded price or rejects. If the participant receives an 'acceptproposal', it sends its available reputation information. If the participant is lying two configurations are feasible: (i) the participant already
possesses information about the target agent, then it sends a modified trustworthy value (i.e. non-cheating agents are defamed by
decreasing their trustworthy value) and (ii) the participant has no information available, then it selects randomly a value between 0.1 and
0.2 as trustworthy value. After receiving the new reputation information the initiator updates its beliefs according to Equation 2 and starts
the auction by sending call for proposals to the most trustworthy provider agents. The agent's activities in the auction are very similar to
the contract net protocol (cf. Davis and Smith 1983).

Figure 1. Activity diagram describing the agent's internal process and the message exchange regarding reputation
4.9
Our main research focus in this paper is to examine the usefulness and benefits of reputation as a mechanism to overcome deviant
behaviour as one form of perturbation. Moreover, a general concern of our reputation model is to explore the potential of reputation as a
multi-level self-regulation mechanism with respect to various perturbations scenarios. The analysis of these robustness criteria gives
information about the abilities as well as the limitations of a particular reputation type in satisfying certain robustness demands. In
particular, the following criteria are important with respect to MAS:
Reliability is defined by the ability of MAS to resist against failure on the interaction-level and to perform as specified in the design.
However, reliability is no built-in-property of open MAS, because the absence of explicit norms that prescribe how to behave
during interactions as well as the lack of central sanctions both provide occasions for behaviours that deviate from those planned
during design-time. In our simulation scenario, deviant behaviour represents unreliable trading or 'fraud' (i.e. breach of econtracts) as well as 'lies' (propagation of false, incomplete, or partial reputation). Consequently, reliability is specified as the ability
of the MAS to diminish or maintain a low rate of fraud and lies.
Scalability describes the ability of a system to manage additional users and resources without suffering a noticeable loss of
performance or increase in administrative complexity. In our perturbation scenario, scalability is specified by the rate of additional
agents (deviating and non-deviating) MAS is able to cope with, without a collapse of performance. A collapse holds off if the system
is still able to decrease the rate of fraud and deception after the agent population has been scaled ('graceful degradation' of
performance).
Stability is a well known concept in domains as physics and refers to the notion of equilibria that is stable if a certain property
returns to its former state after perturbation. However, from a sociological perspective, stability is not necessarily linked to the
notion of equilibrium. Stability of 'social order' means the prevention of "anomie" as "a condition of relative normlessness in a
society or group" (Merton 1967: 161). With respect to our application scenario, 'anomie' or 'normlessness' is considered to be given,
if deviant agents are able to further strategies that destroy 'desirable' (i.e. socially constructed and predefined) market
characteristics like competition, the viability of small and medium-size organisations as well as an high level of market outcome.
Flexibility is defined by the ability of MAS to adapt to environmental changes. With respect to our concept of self-regulation,

flexibility means the ability to change social institutions (rules) at runtime. In the context of our perturbation scenario of fraud and
deception, we define flexibility as the agents' ability to adjust their 'strategies' so that certain classes of agents share them as
appropriate competitive styles or 'practical institutions' and therefore are able to commit to cooperation.
4.10
Whether these criteria of robustness are achieved depends on parameters that may vary with the social mechanisms implemented and
used in a system. We assume that three of these parameters are (1) the extent to which certain information (characteristics and
evaluations of agents, i.e. reputation) are quantitatively diffused within a population of agents, (2) how far these information reflect the
factual environmental state, and (3) to which degree these information deviate among agents (equity or consistency of agents' beliefs).
Moreover, we assume that these parameters depend on the type of reputation source, since these types have an impact on the speed and
scope of reputation spreading, the sources of reputation (experience, gossip, organisation membership) and the reputing instance's
(individuals, organisation members, journalists) attitude towards reputation diffusion. Therefore, we hypothesise that the different types
of reputation affect the handling of perturbations differently.

Empirical evaluation
5.1
The different simulation scenarios are based on a 'standard' configuration with the following characteristics:
In order to keep the influence of deadlocks regarding the allocation of tasks marginal, only tasks of type 'A' are dealt in the market.
Customers request tasks of type 'A', but vary their demand with regard to the size ('AA','AAA') each round according to the
providers' supply.
Accordingly, providers only supply tasks of type 'A'. Deviant behaviour, i.e., whether agents break contracts (i.e. fraud) or lie, is
determined at design time.
In the following, the results of seven different configurations, i.e., six different scenarios (standard, scaling of message limit, scaling of
cheater rate, lies, scaling of agent population, self-organisation), are discussed, each simulated with 180 (or 240) runs for 100 rounds.
[6]

5.2
Whether a configuration has been run 180 or 240 times depended on the number of reputation types to be evaluated: in order to
investigate the different impacts of the three reputation types on the four robustness criteria separately, 60 runs of each configuration
either use the mechanism 'image', 'social esteem', 'prestige', or 'none'.
None: Agents are only allowed to calculate the reputation values of others on the basis of their own experience.
Image: Agents are allowed to request values of other providers additionally.
Social esteem: Information about reputation values received from members of their own organisation has priority to asking nonmembers.
Prestige: Agents are allowed to request reputation values from one journalist in addition to their own experience, but not to ask
other providers.
In case that self-organisation has not been allowed, no simulations for social esteem could have been run. All runs (except for the
scenario 'scaling of agent population') start with a population of 90 providers (that may become bankrupt during runtime) and 30
customers. Table 1 summarises the configurations and their settings.
Table 1: The configurations and their settings
Performance
criteria

Configuration

Configuration Settings
Round

Number of
Providers,
Customers

Reliability:
Configuration 1
Fraud handling

0

90,30

Number of Message
SelfLiars Figures
Cheaters (in
Limit
organisation (in
%)
(ML)
%)
10

1

No

0

1,2

Configuration 2

0

90,30

10

1/5/8/16

No

0

3,4

Reliability:
Scaling of
cheaters

Configuration 3

0

90,30

10/20/30

5

No

0

5,6,7

Reliability:
Impact of lies

Configuration 4

0

90,30

20

5

No

20

8,9

Scalability

Configuration 5 0,35,70 (30,30,30),30

20/20/20

5

Yes

0

10

Stability
Flexibility

Configuration 6
Configuration 7

30
20

5
5

No
Yes

0
0

11
12,13

0
0

90,30
90,30

Reliability: Fraud handling
5.3
Four scenarios have been concerned with the effect of reputation on the detection and reduction of fraud, i.e. the impact on the system's
reliability. A general result is that the spreading of trustworthiness values between agents indeed helps to decrease the rate of fraud.
However, this overall result depends on certain conditions. In a first step, the standard model (no lies, no self-organisation) has been run
with a low rate of cheating agents (10%). The possibility of agents to learn about the trustworthiness of others was initially kept small due
to the message limit of one for reputation requests, i.e. agents allowed to use the reputation type image must not ask more than one
other provider for trustworthiness values in each round. Prestige was spread by a single journalist who was allowed to interview eight
providers or customers, while requests by customers or providers were also restricted to one report each round. Already, the results for
this initial configuration show that prestige decreases the number of fraud cases more rapidly (e.g., the fraud level of prestige at round
30 is reached by image at round 42, by none at round 59) and more effective (after round 52, fraud is eliminated to a large extent) than
image and none. Yet, in this configuration, the mere exchange of trustworthiness values between providers and customers (image) does
not lead to a significant difference compared to simulations in which agents rely solely on their own experience (none), cf. Figure 2.

Figure 2. Reduction of fraud (Configuration 1)
Despite the similar reduction of fraud by none and image, image realises much better results than none in terms of diffusing information
about cheaters within the market, especially among providers. The number of providers that know less than 25 % of the cheaters
decreases for image much more and much faster (from 90 initially to 22 in round 100) in favour of the number of those agents that know
between 50% and 75% of the cheaters (from 0 to 56) and those that know more than 75% (from 0 to 4). For none still 61 providers know
only few cheaters (less than 25%) in round 100. Using prestige, the knowledge about deviant agents can be spread even more effective
than for image. 74 providers know more than 75% of the cheaters finally. Figure 3 shows graphs that are rather typical for all
configurations with respect to the spread of knowledge for prestige.

Figure 3. Number of providers knowing certain percentages of cheaters (Configuration 1, Prestige)
5.4
Hence, these results suggest that a modest reduction of fraud requires a major increase of knowledge about deviance among the provider
population. Fraud is not only facilitated by providers that assign tasks to other providers that are cheaters, but also by the minor
knowledge of customers that assign tasks to deviant acting providers. Although customers are allowed to request reputation values as
well, the distribution of knowledge is significantly worse than within the provider population. This originates from the fact that the
necessity of getting comprehensive information is reduced for customers since the set of providers getting a proposal addressed by
customers is comparably small (i.e. in all configurations, the auction-related message limit is set to 8) and is subject of minor changes.
In contrast, providers may choose to request reputation values as a general strategy (plan) and ask about agents independently of the
immediate likeliness to assign tasks to them. However, these results raise the question whether the similar occurrence of fraud for image
and none is caused by the low message limit (ML). Moreover, does a scaling of the message limit for image may even lead to a better
reduction of fraud than prestige?

Figure 4. Variation of message limit (Configuration 2)
5.5
In consequence, the ML for image has been scaled to five, eight, and 16 messages per round (Configuration 2). Figure 4 shows that the
decrease of fraud cases is indeed stronger, the higher is the ML. However, the differences between ML 8 and ML 16 are quite marginal as
the agents (customers and providers) do not request more reputation reports at ML 8 than at ML 16 (see Figure 5). Correspondingly, the
percentage of cheaters known by a certain number of providers each round does not differ for ML 8 and ML 16. This can be explained by
the fact that agents do not try to explore the trustworthiness values of all providers. Instead the number of reputation requests is
restricted by (i) the number of providers they are interested to cooperate with in the next auction phase (without having sufficient
information regarding their trustworthiness yet) and (ii) the number of reputation requests they can afford because reputation
information is not free of charge. Due to the fraud reduction, the average providers' profits increase during the simulation, which implies
that providers could afford to buy more reputation information. The number of reputation requests increases until providers could collect
enough information regarding potential trading partners. Since only reputation reports of the next trading partners are requested and
this number is also restricted by the auction-related ML (which is set to 8), not more than 8 reputation-related messages are sent. Thus,
the number of reputation reports behaves very similar for ML 8 and ML 16. For both, the reduction of fraud is rather comparable to those
for prestige in the standard configuration. Thus, a further scaling of the message limit for image will not improve the effect again,
whereas the spread of knowledge still can be improved for prestige by scaling the number of journalists.

Figure 5. Requested reputation reports (Configuration 2)
Reliability: Scaling of cheaters
5.6
As a third scenario, the effect of different cheating rates (i.e. 10%, 20%, or 30%) has been evaluated. In contrast to the standard
configuration, image was simulated with a message limit of five. For each of the three configurations, the already discussed order of the
reputation types concerning the effectiveness of fraud reduction is still valid. Moreover, the simulations showed that prestige and image
are capable to eliminate fraud completely, independently of the initial cheater rate (cf. Figure 7). For prestige and image, the number of
fraud cases drops in proportion to the initial rate only until round 51, while for none the number of fraud remains higher, the higher the
initial cheater rate has been initially (cf. Figure 6).

Figure 6. Scaling of cheater rate (none) (Configuration 3)

Figure 7. Scaling of cheater rate (image) (Configuration 3)
In fact, image and especially prestige are even more effective in comparison to none if the initial cheater rate is scaled up. A matter of
special importance is described by the fact that for both reputation types, deviant behaviour can be banished during the same period
independent of the actual initial fraud percentage. Figure 8 shows that at an initial cheater rate of 30%, the difference regarding the
number of tasks completed without fraud finally amounts to 3,5 tasks between prestige and none (between prestige and image to 2
tasks). At an initial rate of 20 %, the difference between none and prestige is around 2,3 tasks, at rate of 10% only 1,3 tasks.

Figure 8. Improvement of task completion (Configuration 3, 30% cheaters)
Reliability: Impact of lies

5.7
Nevertheless, these beneficial effects of reputation are only achieved, if agents do not lie when communicating reputation values. The
impact of lies on reliability has been investigated by a further scenario (Configuration 4). The simulation runs were started with 20%
cheaters as well as 20% liars and a ML of five for image. Figure 9 illustrates the rate of lies for prestige and image. The results show that
image cannot reduce the rate of lies, whereas prestige, after an initial high rate of lies, is able to banish the spread of false information.
The initial bad performance results from the lack of information the journalist has to estimate an agent's creditability. However, Figure 10
shows that the number of fraud cases for both, prestige and image, exceeds the number of fraud of the same configuration without lies.
Nevertheless, the difference only varies slightly, although the rate of lies could not be reduced for image. Consequently, the occurrence of
lies does not effect the general performance to a large extent with respect to fraud cases. After falling below 20% (see Figure 9), prestige
behaves similarly in terms of detecting fraud compared to prestige without lies (standard configuration).

Figure 9. Ratio of lies (Configuration 4)

Figure 10. Impact of lies on the fraud cases (Configuration 4)
Scalability
5.8
A further scenario on scalability (Configuration 5) showed that the effectiveness of reputation without lies does not only improve with an
increase of the cheater population, but also with an increase of the entire population. In this scenario, the simulations started with a
provider population of 30, a cheater rate of 20%, and a message limit of five for image and social esteem. Additionally, we allow the
agents to self-organise. Both in round 35 and 70, 30 providers with the same ratio of cheaters and trustworthy providers have been
added. Figure 11 shows that all reputation types are able to decrease the number of fraud cases after scaling the population of cheating
agents much faster compared to none. Additionally, each time the provider population is scaled, the number of fraud cases drops more
rapidly and deeper for all three reputation types. (i.e. cheating agents are isolated and no tasks are further assigned to them). For
instance, after the first scaling, social esteem needs 16 rounds to reach the level of 5 fraud cases. After the second scaling, this level is
reached after 6 rounds.

Figure 11. Scaling of agent population (Configuration 5)
Stability
5.9
All of the previous configurations showed that 'correct' reputation also has beneficial effects on the economic performance, i.e. the
stability of the market. The more fraud cases can be reduced, the more the average profit of the cheaters diminish per round, and the
more cheaters become bankrupt and cease the market. Figure 12, showing the decrease of average cheaters' profits for Configuration 6
(Configuration 3 with 30% cheaters), is exemplary regarding the differences between prestige, image, and none. The average cheaters'
profits for prestige and none differ at 2 € in round 30 which is nearly 30% of the cheaters' profits in the first rounds when their attitude
towards cheating is widely unknown. Additionally, after 30 rounds for prestige and after 35 rounds for image, cheating agents are forced
to work profitless, whereas for 'none' this state is reached for the first time after 48 rounds. With prestige and image the identification of
cheaters has stronger effects on profits and is realized much faster compared with 'none' (60% or 37% faster decrease beneath the profit
threshold). In contrast, the average profits of the trustworthy agents are not affected differently by the reputation types. Additionally, for
all configurations and reputation types some of the trustworthy agents got insolvent since providers that are earlier known as trustworthy
are preferred, leaving a lower chance to other honest agents to be recognised for being trustworthy. (This also happens if cheating
behaviour is not allowed.)

Figure 12. Decrease of cheaters' profits (Configuration 6)
Flexibility: Self-Organisation and Reputation
5.10
A last simulation scenario (Configuration 7) was concerned with the interdependencies between self-organisation and reputation. For this
scenario, providers are allowed to form organisations. This formation process is initiated by a provider sending offers to trustworthy
agents that possess the demanded skills to build an organisation. As organisations prescribe a long-term commitment, it is necessary
that potential members consider each other as trustworthy. To ensure that no cheater affiliates that organisation, providers having a
trustworthy value below 0.8 are not accepted as organisational member. An agent receiving such a request evaluates the trustworthiness
of the potential members and compares them with the minimal trustworty value. If one of the members has a trust value below 0.8 or the
agent itself is already part of another organisation, it refuses. Otherwise, it agrees to join that new organisation. After evaluating the
participant's responses, the initiator informs all agents that accepted the formation request and attaches the list of organisational
members. The newly created organisation prescribes an exclusive membership and delegates tasks with respect to a hierarchical
organisational structure. The agent requested to form this organisation automatically becomes the coordinator that delegates sub-tasks
to members. The reputation parameters have been adjusted like Configuration 4 (no lies, 20% cheaters, message limit of five for image).
The results of this configuration are from two viewpoints astonishing: firstly, prestige fosters the formation of organisations (cf. Figure
13) since agents only agree to organise if they can ensure a certain level of trustworthiness of the potential members. Secondly, for image
and social esteem, fewer organisations are formed in the beginning compared to none. At least image can compensate the difference
with respect to the number of organisations (until round 90). Especially the second result differs from our expectations, as we have
assumed that additional knowledge encourages the process of formation. At least the high number of organisations formed regarding
prestige attested our assumption. The low number of organisations formed regarding image and social esteem bases mainly on the fact
that the additional knowledge does not encourage to establish a strong relationship between two parties as it is necessary for the
organisational formation. In contrast, this additional knowledge leads to exploring the set of none-cheating agents. For none, provider
agents are interested in establishing frequent interactions with detected none-cheaters since additional information about deviant acting
agents is not available. Consequently, more organisations are formed.

Figure 13. Number of organisations
Figure 14 in combination with Figure 13 highlights the directly proportional relationship between the number of organisations and the
cases of fraud. This figure shows the average number of fraud cases of configuration 3 (20% cheaters) less the fraud cases of the
configuration allowing self-organisation as trend lines. For both, prestige and image, the difference between the average fraud cases
remains positive, i.e., reputation in combination with self-organisation reduces fraud additionally with respect to our standard
configuration. These effects base on the trustworthiness of organisations and their members. Consequently, when self-organisation is
allowed, none is more effective initially (until round 45). In comparison to image, none also reduces fraud more effective until round 37.
Afterwards the more comprehensive investment in information pays out for image.

Figure 14. Surplus of fraud cases without self-organisation

Conclusion and future work
6.1
In this paper, we presented our multi-level approach of reputation. The main hypothesis has been that reputation is an important
mechanism of self-regulation of markets (i.e. to achieve 'social order'). Referring to sociological theory, we provided a multi-level concept
of reputation that consists of three different types (image, social esteem, and prestige). With regard to multiagent-based electronic
marketplaces, we assumed that reputation furthers the robustness of MAS in terms of reliability, scalability, stability, and flexibility. In
order to evaluate this assumption, we conducted a simulation study with 'fraud' as perturbation scenario and evaluated the results for
'image', 'social esteem', and 'prestige' as well as 'no reputation' with respect to the four robustness criteria. A general result is that the
spreading of trustworthiness values between agents indeed helps to increase the robustness and thus reputation can be considered as a
self-regulation mechanism to obtain social order. We also showed that the different types of reputation affect the handling of
perturbations differently. A resume of the most important results is recapitulated in Table 2. In future work, we would like to deepen our
understanding by investigating further consequences of reputation on scalability and stability.
Table 2: Selected results of the simulations
Perturbation
Reliability:
Fraud
handling

Configuration
Main results
Configuration 1 Spreading of trustworthiness values helps to decrease the rate of fraud
Prestige decreases fraud cases more rapidly and more effectively
Configuration 2 Image: decrease of fraud cases is stronger, the higher the message limit
(ML)
Fraud cases for ML 8/16 are comparable to prestige (Configuration 1)
Further scaling of ML does not further decrease fraud cases

Reliability:
Scaling of
cheaters

Configuration 3 Prestige and image are capable to eliminate fraud completely,
independently of the initial cheater rate

Reliability:
Impact of lies

Configuration 4 Image cannot reduce the rate of lies, whereas prestige is able to banish the
spread of false information

Scalability

Configuration 5 The higher the number of providers raises, the more effective reputation
and especially prestige can handle entering cheaters
Each time the cheater population increases, number of fraud cases drops
more rapidly and deeper for all three reputation types

Stability

Configuration 6 The more fraud cases can be reduced, the more the average profit per
round of the cheaters diminish, and the more cheaters become bankrupt
and cease the market

Flexibility

Configuration 7 Prestige fosters the formation of organisations
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Notes
1 With this definition, we are partially following Castelfranchi (2000: 1) but do not accept his 'functional' approach. We also reject a

sociological view that equates social order with stability caused by normative integration, i.e. institutionalisation and internalisation of
shared normative standards (cf. e.g. Parsons 1951: 11f., 36ff.). Our view corresponds with Elster's assumption that the problem of social
order is focusing on predictability (of stable, regular patterns of behaviour) and cooperation (cf. Elster 1989: 1ff.).
2 According to Scott (1995: 33), "institutions consist of cognitive, normative, and regulative structures and activities that provide stability

and meaning to social behaviour." Institutions — in terms of "property rights, governance structures, conceptions of control, and rules of
exchange — enable actors in markets to organize themselves, to compete and to cooperate, and to exchange" (Fligstein 1996: 658).
3 The notion of 'desirable conduct' refers to possible solutions to the problem of social order and may comprise social cooperation,

altruism, reciprocity, or norm obedience (cf. Conte and Paolucci 2002: 1).
4 Conte and Paolucci (2002: 76f.) draw a clear distinction between the 'transmission of reputation (or gossip)' in terms of a dissemination

of a cognitive representation and the 'contagion of reputation' (or 'prejudice') in the sense of the spreading of a property in cases of social
proximity and common membership in a social group, network or organisation.
5 The notion of markets as 'social fields' (cf. Bourdieu 2005, Fligstein 2001) implies that markets are structured (1) by a distribution of

desirable and scarce resources (capital) that define the competitive positions of agents and constrain their strategic options, (2) by
institutional rules that guide and constrain the actions of agents, and (3) by practices of competing agents which engage in power
struggles to control relevant market shares and improve their relational position within the market field.
6 The simulation software was implemented in JAVA and is available at: http://www.ags.uni-sb.de/~chahn/ReputationFramework.
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